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Abstract

The modelization of polarimetry Faraday rotation measurements commonly

used in tokamak plasma equilibrium reconstruction codes is an approximation

to the Stokes model. This approximation is not valid for the foreseen ITER (In-

ternational Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) scenarios where high current

and electron density plasma regimes are expected. In this work a method en-

abling the consistent resolution of the inverse equilibrium reconstruction prob-

lem in the framework of non-linear free-boundary equilibrium coupled to the

Stokes model equation for polarimetry is provided. Using optimal control the-

ory we derive the optimality system for this inverse problem. A sequential

quadratic programming (SQP) method is proposed for its numerical resolution.

Numerical experiments with noisy synthetic measurements in the ITER toka-

mak configuration for two test cases, the second of which is an H-mode plasma,

show that the method is efficient and that the accuracy of the identification

of the unknown profile functions is improved compared to the use of classical

Faraday measurements.
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1. Introduction

Numerical equilibrium reconstruction is an important and long standing sub-

ject in tokamak fusion plasma science [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The resolution of this

inverse problem: the reconstruction of the poloidal flux function and of the

plasma boundary as well as the identification of two non-linear source term

functions known as p′ and ff ′ in the Grad-Shafranov equation [7, 8, 9] (see Eq.

(6) below), is needed on the one hand for real time control of the plasma during

a discharge and on the other hand for post-treatment analysis of equilibrium

configurations. The basic set of measurements needed and used are magnetic

probes and flux loops which provide values of the poloidal magnetic field and

flux at several points surrounding the vacuum vessel and the plasma. All free

boundary reconstruction codes (e.g. [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]) primar-

ily use these magnetic measurements which proved to be sufficient to identify

correctly the plasma boundary and the averaged plasma current density profile

[15]. However the difficulty of the reconstruction of the current profile, when

only magnetic measurements are used, has been pointed out in [18] and is in-

herent to the ill-posedness of this inverse problem.

In order to be able to separate more precisely the contributions of the two

non-linearities p′ and ff ′ it appears necessary to use supplementary measure-

ments of interferometry and polarimetry which provide integrated quantities

along lines of sight or chords crossing the plasma poloidal section [19, 10, 11,

20, 15]. Concerning polarimetry, equilibrium reconstruction codes have until

now use Faraday rotation angle measurements only. Moreover the modelization

used to represent these Faraday rotation measurements is known to be a too

rough approximation for ITER plasma regimes where the Cotton-Mouton ef-

fects is expected to be much stronger than in today’s tokamaks as a result of

high plasma currents and high electron density. The relativistic effect is also

expected to be stronger as a result of the high electron temperature [21].
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In recent papers [22, 23, 24] it has been shown using JET measurements

that for high plasma currents Ip (in MA) and electron density Ne (in units of

1020m−3) the polarimetry Faraday effect cannot be considered alone indepen-

dently from the Cotton-Mouton effect and that the coupling between them has

to be taken into account. An approximate rule is derived analytically in [23]

to determine the plasma parameters where the nonlinear effects are significant:

Ne × Ip ≥ 2.38. In future ITER scenarios [25, 26] the foreseen plasma current

is Ip = 15 MA and applying this formula one finds Ne ≥ 0.16 1020m−3 which

is in the low range of density values expected in ITER scenarios. Hence for

such plasma the Stokes model for polarimety [27] has to be used instead of its

approximation commonly used in equilibrium reconstruction codes.

This seriously complicates the task of equilibrium reconstruction since it in-

troduces an additional system of three ordinary differential equations, the Stokes

model, along each of the polarimetry chords and additional constraints on the

poloidal flux. A first step in this direction is proposed in [28, 29] on simplified

plasma models. In the present work we provide for the first time a numerical

method enabling the consistent resolution of the inverse equilibrium reconstruc-

tion problem in the framework of non-linear free-boundary equilibrium coupled

to the Stokes model equation. The inverse problem is formulated as a non-linear

least-square minimization problem under the non-linear constraints of both the

equilibrium equation and the Stokes equation. This naturally encourages us to

propose the use of a sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method [30].

Next Section 2 is devoted to the formulation of the direct model and the

inverse problem. In Section 3 we discuss the numerical methods which we

have developed for their resolution and finally in Section 4 some numerical

experiments are presented for an ITER configuration on two different test cases.
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2. Inverse problem formulation

2.1. Free-boundary plasma equilibrium

The equations which govern the equilibrium of a plasma in the presence of a

magnetic field in a tokamak are on the one hand Maxwell’s equations satisfied

in the whole of space (including the plasma):

∇ ·B = 0, ∇× (
B

µ
) = j, (1)

and on the other hand the equilibrium equation for the plasma itself

∇p = j×B, (2)

where B is the magnetic field, µ is the magnetic permeability, p is the kinetic

pressure and j is the current density. We refer to standard text books (e.g.

[31, 6, 32, 33, 34]) and to [35] for details of the derivation and only state the

needed equations in what follows.

Introducing a cylindrical coordinate system (er, eφ, ez) (r = 0 is the major

axis of the tokamak torus) and assuming axial symmetry equations (1) and (2)

reduce to the following equation for the poloidal flux ψ(r, z) in the poloidal

plane Ω∞ = (0,∞)× (−∞,∞):

−∆∗ψ = jφ, (3)

where jφ is the toroidal component of j, and the second order elliptic differential

operator ∆∗ is defined by

∆∗. := ∂r

(
1

µ0r
∂r.

)
+ ∂z

(
1

µ0r
∂z.

)
:= ∇ ·

(
1

µ0r
∇.
)
. (4)

Here∇ is the 2D operator in the (r, z)-plane and µ0 is the magnetic permeability

of vacuum (in this work we consider only air-transformer tokamaks such as

ITER).

The magnetic field can be decomposed in poloidal and toroidal components

B = Bp + Bφ, Bp =
1

r
[∇ψ × eφ], Bφ = Bφeφ =

f

r
eφ, (5)
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Figure 1: Left: schematic representation of the poloidal plane of a tokamak. Ωp is the plasma

domain, ΩL is the limiter domain accessible to the plasma, Ωci represent poloidal field coils,

Ωps the passive structures. Right: example of a plasma whose boundary is defined by the

contact with limiter (left) or by the presence of an X-point (right).

where f is the diamagnetic function. Equation (5) shows that the magnetic

surfaces are generated by the rotation of the iso-flux lines around the axis of

the torus.

The toroidal component of the current density jφ is zero everywhere outside

the plasma domain and the poloidal field coils (and possibly the passive struc-

tures). The different sub-domains of the poloidal plane of a schematic tokamak

(see Fig. 1) as well as the corresponding expression for jφ are described below:

-ΩL is the domain accessible to the plasma. Its boundary is the limiter ∂ΩL.

-Ωp is the plasma domain where equations (2) and (1) imply that p and

f are constant on each magnetic surface i.e. p = p(ψ) and f = f(ψ). One

then deduces the so-called Grad-Shafranov equilibrium equation in the plasma

[7, 8, 9]

−∆∗ψ = rp′(ψ) +
1

µ0r
(ff ′)(ψ). (6)

The right-hand side of (6) is the toroidal component jφ of the plasma current

density.

The plasma domain is unknown, i.e. Ωp = Ωp(ψ), and this is a free boundary

problem. This domain is defined by its boundary which is the outermost closed
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ψ iso-contour contained within the limiter ΩL. The plasma can either be limited

if this iso-contour is tangent to the limiter ∂ΩL or defined by the presence of an

X-point (see Fig. 1). In the latter case the plasma domain is strictly bounded

by the magnetic separatrix.

More precisely

Ωp(ψ) = {(r, z) ∈ ΩL ,

ψ(r, z) ≥ max

(
max

(r,z)∈∂ΩL

ψ(r, z), max
(rX ,zX)∈ΩL

ψ(rX, zX)

)
},

where (rX, zX) denotes the coordinates of the saddle points of ψ. The func-

tions p′ and ff ′ are zero outside Ωp.

The current density is non-linear in ψ due to the non-linear functions p′

and ff ′ and the definition of the plasma domain Ωp(ψ). While Ωp(ψ) is fully

determined for a given ψ, the two functions p′ and ff ′ are not determined in this

modelization. It is the goal of the inverse equilibrium reconstruction problem to

determine them. For now let us consider that we are given two functions A(ψN)

and B(ψN) such that

jφ = λ(
r

r0
A(ψN) +

r0

r
B(ψN)). (7)

Here r0 is the major radius of the tokamak vacuum chamber and λ is a scaling

coefficient. The normalized poloidal flux ψN(r, z) is

ψN(r, z) =
ψ(r, z)− ψa(ψ)

ψb(ψ)− ψa(ψ)
. (8)

with ψa and ψb being the flux values at the magnetic axis and at the boundary

of the plasma:

ψa(ψ) := ψ(ra(ψ), za(ψ)),

ψb(ψ) := ψ(rb(ψ), zb(ψ)),
(9)

with (ra(ψ), za(ψ)) the magnetic axis, where ψ has its global maximum in

ΩL and (rb(ψ), zb(ψ)) the coordinates of the point that determines the plasma

boundary. The point (rb, zb) is either an X-point of ψ or the contact point with

the limiter ∂ΩL.
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-Domains Ωci represent the poloidal field coils carrying currents.

jφ =
Ii
Si
, (10)

where Si is the section area of the coil and Ii is a given measured current. Ωps

represents passive structures where the induced current density is assumed to

be 0 in this work but can be considered to be measured and given in the same

form as Eq. (10)

To sum up, given functions A and B, and currents I = {Ii}NCi=1 in the coils,

the free-boundary equilibrium equation for ψ(r, z) on Ω∞ is the following non-

linear boundary value problem

−∆∗ψ =


λ(
r

r0
A(ψN) +

r0

r
B(ψN)) in Ωp(ψ),

Ii
Si

in Ωci ,

0 elsewhere,

ψ(0, z, t) = 0,

lim
‖(r,z)‖→+∞

ψ(r, z) = 0.

(11)

This formulation on an infinite domain is not used directly in computations

where we use finite elements on a truncated bounded domain. The infinite

domain is reduced to a semi circular computational domain by an uncoupling

procedure [36, 37]. We chose a semi-circle Γ of radius ρΓ surrounding the coil

domains Ωci (see Fig. 2) and define the computation domain Ω having boundary

∂Ω = Γ ∪ Γ0, where Γ0 = {(0, z), z ∈ [−ρΓ, ρΓ]}. The weak formulation of the

equilibrium problem on which the finite element method relies uses the following

function space

V :=

{
ψ : Ω→ R, ‖ψ‖ <∞, ‖ |∇ψ|

r
‖ <∞, ψ|Γ0

= 0

}
∩ C0(Ω),

with

‖ψ‖2 =

∫
Ω

ψ2 r drdz,

and can be written as:

Given function A and B, and currents I, find ψ ∈ V such that for all ξ ∈ V

a(ψ, ξ)− Jp(ψ, ξ;A,B) + c(ψ, ξ) = `(I, ξ), (12)
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where

a(ψ, ξ) :=

∫
Ω

1

µ0r
∇ψ · ∇ξ drdz,

Jp(ψ, ξ;A,B) :=

∫
Ωp(ψ)

λ

(
r

r0
A(ψN) +

r0

r
B(ψN)

)
ξ drdz,

`(I, ξ) :=

NC∑
i=1

Ii
Si

∫
Ωci

ξ drdz,

(13)

and the bilinear form c : V × V → R is accounting for the boundary conditions

at infinity. We refer to [35] for its precise expression and to [38, Chapter 2.4]

for the details on its the derivation.

2.2. Stokes model for polarimetry

Polarimetry consists in measurements of the change of state of polarization

of an electromagnetic radiation propagating across the magnetized plasma along

several chords distributed on the poloidal section of the tokamak. One method of

describing the state of polarization is to introduce a Stokes vector s = (s1, s2, s3).

The evolution of the polarization when the laser beam crosses the plasma is then

given by the following Stokes equation on each chord:
ds

dZ
= Gs, on (Z0, Z1],

s(Z0) = s0.

(14)

We refer to [27] for details on this modelization. Here we have introduced a co-

ordinate system (eX , eY , eZ) attached to a chord C. Z is the coordinate tangent

to the chord, X represents the toroidal direction and Y the direction perpen-

dicular to Z in the poloidal plane. In this coordinate system the components of

the magnetic field are denoted by (BX , BY , BZ).

The initial polarization is given by s0 at Z0. Z1 corresponds to the location

of the output measurement sensor. The 3×3 matrix G is such that Gs = Ω× s

where vector Ω = (Ω1,Ω2,Ω3) has components

Ω1 = C1Ne(B
2
X −B2

Y ), Ω2 = 2C1NeBXBY , Ω3 = C3NeBZ . (15)
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Here the electron density in the plasma, Ne = Ne(ψN), is assumed to be constant

on the flux surfaces. The components of the magnetic field can be written as

BZ = Bp · eZ = −1

r
∇ψ · eY , BY = Bp · eY =

1

r
∇ψ · eZ , BX = Bφ =

f

r
(16)

where the diamagnetic function f is related to function B through the relation

ff ′ = λµ0r0B. The dependence of G on ψ, on the density Ne and on function

B is denoted by G(ψ,B,Ne). Constants C1 and C3 depend on the wavelength

of the beam radiation.

Hence in order to use polarimetry measurements with Stokes modelization

in addition to basic magnetic measurements for the identification of functions A

and B one has to supplement equation (11) or (12) with, for each line of sight,

a system of linear ordinary differential equations (14) for the Stokes vector.

2.3. The inverse identification problem

Magnetics constitute the basic set of experimental measurements used in

equilibrium reconstruction for the identification of functions A and B. They

consist in measurements of projections of the poloidal magnetic field, Bp · d at

several locations around the vacuum vessel of the tokamak (the unit vector d

varies with each B-probe) and of measurements of ψ obtained from flux loops

at several locations too (see Fig. 3).

In order to be able to use polarimetric measurements the electron density

function, Ne(ψN) has to be known. It is therefore also going to be identified

using interferometric measurements which give the density line integrals over

each of the NL chords Ci, i = 1, ...NL:

N i
e,obs ≈

∫
Ci
Ne(ψN)dZi.

Polarimetric measurements as they are considered in all former equilibrium

reconstruction (e.g. [19, 20, 15]) studies give the Faraday rotation of the angle

of the infrared radiation crossing the section of the plasma along the different

chords

αiobs ≈
1

2

∫
Ci

Ω3dZ
i. (17)
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As detailed in [27] this is an approximation to one component of the Stokes

vector s(Zi1) only valid for small Faraday and Cotton-Mouton effects. On the

contrary in this study we consider that polarimetric measurements are given by

the full Stokes vector at the Zi1 coordinate on each chord Ci

siobs ≈ s(Zi1).

Indeed it is stated in [24, Section 2] and [27, Section 8] that the components of

the Stokes vector are related directly to quantities measured by the polarimetric

system.

At this point we have defined a direct model given by the equilibrium equa-

tion (12) and Stokes equation (14) on every chord, control variables A, B and

Ne, and measurements to which are attached experimental errors represented

by the standard deviations σs in Eq. (19) below. The identification problem can

now be formulated as a constrained minimization problem for the following cost

function ({s} denotes the vector (s1, ..., sNL) of Stokes vectors for all chords):

J(ψ, {s}, A,B,Ne) := Jobs(ψ, {s}, Ne) +R(A,B,Ne), (18)

where the least-square term is

Jobs(ψ, {s}, Ne) :=
NB∑
i=1

1

2σ2
Bi

((Bp(ri, zi) · di)−Bip,obs)2 +

NF∑
i=1

1

2σ2
Fi

(ψ(ri, zi)− ψiobs)2

+

NL∑
i=1

1

2σ2
Ni

(

∫
Ci

Ne(ψN)dZ −N i
e,obs)

2 +

NL∑
i=1

1

2σ2
Si

||si(Zi1)− siobs||2,

(19)

and the regularization term is

R(A,B,Ne) =

εA
2

∫ 1

0

[A′′(x)]2dx+
εB
2

∫ 1

0

[B′′(x)]2dx+
εNe
2

∫ 1

0

[N ′′e (x)]2dx,
(20)

under the constraint of the model equations (21) and (22) written again below:

a(ψ, ξ)− Jp(ψ, ξ;A,B) + c(ψ, ξ) = `(I, ξ), ∀ξ ∈ V, (21)
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and for all chords Ci, i = 1, ...NL:
dsi

dZi
= G(ψ,B,Ne)s

i, on (Zi0, Z
i
1],

si(Zi0) = si0

(22)

The unknown functions A, B and Ne are supposed to belong to a set U of

regular functions defined on [0, 1].

Cost function (18) is not quadratic and the constraints are non-linear. In

order to formulate the first order optimality conditions we introduce Lagrange

multipliers p and {q} associated respectively to constraint (21) and (22), and

formulate the Lagrangian for the optimization problem:

L(ψ, {s}, A,B,Ne, p, {q}) = J(ψ, {s}, A,B,Ne)

+a(ψ, p)− Jp(ψ, p;A,B) + c(ψ, p)− `(I, p)

+

NL∑
i=1

∫ Zi1

Zi0

((
dsi

dZi
−G(ψ,B,Ne)s

i) · qi)dZi.

(23)

A solution to the optimization problem is a stationary point of this Lagrangian.

Let us formally derive the optimality system. Setting to zero the ψ derivative

of L in direction hψ yields the weak formulation of adjoint equilibrium problem

for p:

a(hψ, p)−DψJp(ψ, p;A,B)(hψ) + c(hψ, p) = −DψJobs(ψ, {s}, Ne)(hψ)

+

NL∑
i=1

∫ Zi1

Zi0

((Dψ

[
G(ψ,B,Ne)s

i
]

(hψ)) · qi)dZi, ∀hψ ∈ V.
(24)

This equation involves a non-usual second term on the right hand side coming

from the coupling between (21) and (22). The computation of the ψ derivative

of Jp is not straightforward because of the dependence of the integration domain

Ωp on ψ. We refer to [6, 35] for this point.

Setting the si derivative of L to zero yields the adjoint Stokes equations for

qi on each chord. They have to be integrated backwards from a final condition

at Zi1: 
− dq

i

dZi
−G(ψ,B, n)Tqi = 0,

qi(Zi1) = − 1

σ2
Si

(si(Zi1)− siobs).

(25)
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The A, B and Ne derivatives of L yield the gradient of cost function (18), the

constraint equations being satisfied:

εA

∫ 1

0

A′′(x)h′′A(x)dx−
∫

Ωp(ψ)

λ
r

r0
hA(ψN)pdrdz = 0, ∀hA ∈ U , (26)

εB

∫ 1

0

B′′(x)h′′B(x)dx−
∫

Ωp(ψ)

λ
r0

r
hB(ψN)pdrdz

−
NL∑
i=1

∫ Zi1

Zi0

((DB

[
G(ψ,B,Ne)s

i
]

(hB)) · qi)dZi = 0, ∀hB ∈ U ,
(27)

εNe

∫ 1

0

N ′′e (x)h′′Ne(x)dx+DNeJobs(ψ, {s}, Ne)(hNe)

−
NL∑
i=1

∫ Zi1

Zi0

((DNe

[
G(ψ,B,Ne)s

i
]

(hNe)) · qi)dZi = 0, ∀hNe ∈ U .
(28)

As usual the derivative of L with respect to p and qi gives back the model equa-

tions (21) and (22) respectively. Equations (24)-(25), (26)-(28) and (21)-(22)

form the optimality system for the optimization problem under consideration.

In the next section we discretize it and propose a numerical algorithm for its

resolution.

3. Numerical methods

3.1. Discretization of the direct model

Equilibrium equation (21) is discretized using a P1 finite element method

based on triangular meshes [39, 36, 35]. From now on let us also assume that

functions A and B are decomposed in a basis of functions φi defined on [0, 1].

We use cubic spline functions in this work and

A(x) =

N∑
i=1

uAiφi(x), B(x) =

N∑
i=1

uBiφi(x), (29)

and let us denote u = (uA,uB) the vector of degrees of freedom of A and B

in the decomposition basis. Classically approximating ψ by ψh =

Nψ∑
i=1

ψiλi(r, z)

on the finite element approximation space as well as the operators of (21) and

12



taking all basis elements λi as test functions leads to the following non-linear

system of Nψ equations:

(A+C)ψ − Jp(ψ,u)−LI = 0 (30)

where ψ denotes the vector of finite element coefficients {ψi}
Nψ
i=1 and other

notations are obvious.

In order to solve direct equilibrium problem (30), u and I being given, New-

ton’s method is used. As for the continuous case the computation of the deriva-

tive DψJp(ψ,u)(hψ) has to be conducted with care. In this work we use the

derivatives of the discrete operator and refer to [35, section 3.2] and [35, section

3.3] for technical details.

Let us now turn to the discretization of the Stokes model for polarimetry.

We use a Crank-Nicolson scheme for the integration of (22). Each chord Ci is

discretized with N i points xi,k+1 = xi,k +hi,kti where k = 1...N i−1, x = (r, z)

and ti is a unit vector tangent to the chord. The first point xi,1 corresponds to

(0, 0, Zi0) in the coordinate system attached to chord i and the last one xi,N
i

to

(0, 0, Zi1). Although the discretization steps hi,k are chosen of the same order

of magnitude as h, the discretization parameter for the finite element method,

the xi,k points are independent of the triangular mesh. Let us assume that,

similarly to functions A and B, the density Ne is decomposed in a function

basis with degrees of freedom v. Then with obvious notations the integration

scheme for si on chord i can be written as:

si,1 = si0,[
I3 −

hi,k

2
G(ψh(xi,k+1),u,v)

]
si,k+1

−
[
I3 +

hi,k

2
G(ψh(xi,k),u,v)

]
si,k = 0, k = 1...N i − 1,

(31)

which can be put into the more concise

M i(ψ,u,v)Si − Si0 = 0, (32)

where Mi is a 3N i × 3N i band diagonal matrix, Si = (si,1, ..., si,N
i

) is the

vector of all Stokes vector states along chord i and Si0 = (si0, 0, ...0) represents

the initial conditions.
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3.2. The discrete identification problem

Using the discrete variables of the preceding section, cost function (18) can

also be discretized leading to the following expression

J(ψ, {S},u,v) :=
1

2
||Hψ −m)||2

+
1

2
||W (ψ)v −Ne,obs||2 +

NL∑
i=1

1

2
||ESi − siobs||2

+
1

2
||Ruu||2 +

1

2
||Rvv||2.

(33)

Here {S} is the vector (S1, ...,SNL). In order to lighten notations the
1

σ
terms

have been dropped and are assumed to be included in the observation operators

and in the measurements. The linear observation operator H maps the finite

element approximation ψ to the equivalent of magnetic measurements m. The

non-linear observation operator W (ψ)v represents the numerical quadrature of

the electron density over the different chords. This term is linear in v but not

in ψ. The observation operator for Stokes vectors is given by matrix E such

that ESi = si,N
i

is the Stokes vector at the observation point. The last two

terms involving matrices Ru and Rv are the discretization of the regularization

terms in which we have gathered the contributions from functions A and B.

The discrete identification problem can now be stated as

min
ψ,{S},u,v

J(ψ, {S},u,v) (34)

subject to the constraint of the model

(A+C)ψ − Jp(ψ,u)−LI = 0 (35)

and

M i(ψ,u,v)Si − Si0 = 0, i = 1, ...NL. (36)

Similarly to the continuous case we introduce Lagrange multipliers p ∈ RNψ

and Qi ∈ R3Ni to formulate the Lagrangian for the optimization problem (34)-
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(36):

L(ψ, {S},u,v,p, {Q}) = J(ψ, {S},u,v)

+(p · ((A+C)ψ − Jp(ψ,u)−LI)) +

NL∑
i=1

(Qi · (Mi(ψ,u,v)Si − Si0))
(37)

and compute the discrete optimality system:

HT (Hψ −m) +Dψ [W (ψ)v]
T

(W (ψ)v −Ne,obs)

+

NL∑
i=1

Dψ

[
M i(ψ,u,v)Si

]T
Qi + (A+C −DψJp(ψ,u))Tp = 0,

(38)

ET (ESi − siobs) +M i(ψ,u,v)TQi = 0, i = 1, ...NL, (39)

RT
uRuu−DuJp(ψ,u)Tp +

NL∑
i=1

Du

[
M i(ψ,u,v)Si

]T
Qi = 0, (40)

RT
vRvv +W (ψ)T (W (ψ)v −Ne,obs) +

NL∑
i=1

Dv

[
M i(ψ,u,v)Si

]T
Qi = 0,

(41)

(A+C)ψ − Jp(ψ,u)−LI = 0, (42)

M i(ψ,u,v)Si − Si0 = 0, i = 1, ...NL. (43)

Equation (38) is the discrete adjoint equilibrium problem for p. Equation (39)

is the adjoint Stokes equation on each chord for Qi. The transposed operator

corresponds to the backwards integration from Zi1 to Zi0 of the adjoint Stokes

equation. Equations (40) and (41) give the gradient of the cost function seen as

a function of (u,v) only, when the model constraint is satisfied. The last two

equations are the model constraint.

The optimality system (38)-(43) is a system of non-linear equations

F(X) = 0 with X = (ψ, {S},u,v,p, {Q}). We solve it thanks to a Newton-type

method. If the second order derivative terms are neglected in the computation

of the Jacobian of the optimality system, K(X) ≈ DXF(X), the following

approximated Newton iteration is obtained

K(Xk)(Xk+1 −Xk) = −F(Xk) (44)
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where

K =

HTH

+Dψ [Wv]T

×Dψ [Wv]

0 0 Dψ [Wv]T W
AT + CT

−DψJTp
Dψ [MS]T

0 ETE 0 0 0 MT

0 0 RT
uRu 0 −DuJTp Du [MS]T

W TDψ [Wv] 0 0
RT
vRv

+W TW
0 Dv [MS]T

A + C

−DψJp
0 −DuJp 0 0 0

Dψ [MS] M Du [MS] Dv [MS] 0 0



.

(45)

Here all the dependances in ψ, u or v have been dropped to lighten notations

and we have defined

M =


M1 0 . . . 0

. . .

. . .

0 . . . 0 MNL

 (46)

as well as

Dψ [MS] =


Dψ

[
M1S1

]
...

Dψ

[
MNLS1

]
 (47)

and Du [MS] and Dv [MS] are similarly defined.

The approximated Newton iterative scheme (44) presented here is the adap-

tation to the particular case of tokamak equilibrium reconstruction using mag-

netic and Stokes vector measurements of PDE-constrained optimization meth-

ods [40] and falls into the family of sequential quadratic programming (SQP)

methods [30]. The algorithm presented here can be modified to consider the

cases where only magnetic measurements or polarimetry measurements using

classical formulation (17) are used.
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One approximated Newton iteration for the optimality system corresponds

exactly to the minimization of a quadratic functional (J in Eq. (33) in which

theW (ψ)v term is linearized at (ψk,vk)) under linear constraints (model equa-

tions (35) and (36) linearized at (ψk, {S}k,uk,vk)). This is the point of view

adopted in [6, 20] where at each iteration (called external iteration) the linear

quadratic control problem can be solved by a sequence of internal conjugate gra-

dient iterations. This approach is useful if system (44) becomes too large for the

linear solver (e.g. in case of very small discretization steps). However with mod-

ern computers, performant linear solver libraries and reasonable discretization

parameters, this resolution is possible and fast. The numerical results presented

in the next section are obtained with the iterative scheme (44) directly solving

the optimality system.

Similarly to Newton method used for the resolution of the direct equilibrium

problem of Eq. (30), the performance of the SQP method used for the resolution

of the identification problem relies on the accuracy of the derivative terms DψJp,

DuJp, Dψ [MS], Du [MS] and Dv [MS]. In this work we have implemented

the exact derivatives of the fully discretized operators. This essential but very

technical work is not further detailed here.

4. Numerical experiments

The numerical methods presented in the previous section have been imple-

mented in the code FEEQS.M which is a Matlab implementation of the methods

for free-boundary equilibrium computations presented in [35]. The ITER geom-

etry and magnetic sensors (145 B probes and 4 flux loops) positions are taken

from the European Integrated Tokamak Modeling database [41, 42]. The 15

polarimetry viewing chords are taken from [43].

The general methodology is the following. Synthetic measurements are gen-

erated integrating the direct equilibrium and Stokes models, given reference

functions A, B and Ne. Figures 2 and 3 show an example of such an equilibrium

as well as the magnetic sensors and the polarimetry chords. In all simulations
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the scaling factor λ in the current density (7) is computed such that the total

plasma current is Ip = 15 [MA]. The vacuum toroidal field is B0 = 5.3 [T ] and

r0 = 6.2 [m].

A wavelength of l = 0.195 [mm] is assumed for the laser beams and the

associated values for constants appearing in Stokes equation are C1 = 2.42 ×

10−20l3 = 1.7944 × 10−22 [m2T−2] and C3 = 5.23 × 10−19l2 = 1.9887 × 10−20

[m2T−1]. Following [24] the initial Stokes vectors are chosen as si0 = (0, 1, 0).

Figure 2: Computed ITER equilibrium for TC1. Isoflux contours are shown on the full

computation domain. The poloidal field coils appear numbered from 1 to 12. The vacuum

vessel and limiter contours are also shown.

Then in a second step these measurements are plugged in cost function

(33) and the optimization problem is solved using the iterative algorithm (44)

presented above. The initial guess for this resolution consists in a given circular

plasma boundary in which the flux ψ is a constant and outside of which it is 0,

as well as affine functions A(x) = B(x) = 1−x. A first Newton iteration for the
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Figure 3: Zoom on the vacuum vessel for computed ITER equilibrium TC1. Isoflux contours

are shown, the thick one corresponds to the value ψb of the plasma boundary defined by the

presence of an X-point. The finite element mesh is visible in the background. The small black

circles indicate the position of the 145 B probes. The 4 small squares indicate the position

of the 4 flux loops. The black segments represent the 15 chords used for intereferometry and

polarimetry computations.

direct equilibrium problem with fixed Ip [35] is performed in order to compute a

first ψ map and to give a value to the scaling factor λ. Thereon this factor is kept

fixed and for what concerns the plasma current density only u representing the

functions to be identified evolves during the iterations. Convergence is assumed

when

||Xk+1 −Xk||/||Xk|| < 10−12,

which takes about 10 iterations to be satisfied.

Three types of experiments are conducted: type M in which only magnetics

are used; type MF in which magnetics, interferometry and classical Faraday

measurements are used; and type MS in which magnetics, interferometry and
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Stokes vector measurements are used.

The finite element mesh is composed of Nψ = 30449 nodes among which

30270 correspond to free values of ψ (the remaining correspond to the imposed

boundary condition ψ = 0 on the axis r = 0). The discretization step on each

chord is chosen to be h = 0.05 [m] giving a vector {S} of size 3 × 2022. Each

function to be identified is decomposed in 11 cubic splines defined on [0, 1] with

knots at 0, 0.1, ..., 1. Therefore X is a vector of size 2 × 30270 + 2 × 11 =

60562 for type M experiments, 2 × 30270 + 3 × 11 = 60573 for type MF and

2× (30270 + 3× 2022) + 3× 11 = 72705 for type MS experiments.

We consider 2 test cases (TC). In TC1, the reference functions are given

analytically as A(x) = B(x) = (1 − x1.5)0.9 and Ne(x) = N0(1 − x3) with

N0 = 0.5 [1020m−3]. In TC2 the A and B profiles are provided point by point

and do not have an analytic expression. The electron density is

Ne(x) = N1 + (N0 −N1)(1− x3) with N1 = 0.01 [1020m−3]. For both cases the

caracteristic profiles A,B and Ne can be seen on Fig. 4 and 5 respectively. The

flux surface averaged [6] current density < jφ/r >, safety factor q and pressure

p profiles are shown on Fig. 6 and 7 respectively. One should notice that if

on the one hand the A and B profiles in TC1 are quite academic on the other

hand in TC2 they are much more challenging in term of variations and feature

non zero values at the plasma boundary ψN = 1. For TC2 the plasma is in an

H-mode configuration.

For each numerical experiment the regularization parameters ε and εNe are

tuned to their lowest value, typically 10−3 - 10−2, avoiding oscillations in the

reconstructed profiles or non convergence of the code.

As a first step and in order to validate the good convergence properties of

the code we first consider the case of perfect measurements (without additional

noise). In all experiments the relative errors between measurements and re-

constructed values is of order 10−5 for magnetics and 10−4 for interferometry

and polarimetry indicating an excellent fit. The relative error on ψ is also very

small and the plasma boundary is perfectly recovered. The Ne profile is very

well recovered. Profiles A and B are also well recovered in the 3 experiments
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M, MF and MS even though the discrepancies between the real reference profile

values and the reconstructed ones near ψN = 0 (the magnetic axis) tend to be

larger than close to ψN = 1 (the plasma boundary). This is typical for this

plasma current identification problem [15]. The main point here is that the use

of Faraday measurements or of Stokes vector measurements decreases this error.

In this perfect data experiment the difference between MF and MS is however

barely distinguishable. It is clearer when noise is added.

We add a 1% noise on magnetics and a 10% noise on interferometry and

polarimetry measurements and conduct a new set of identification experiments.

Table 1 shows the mean relative errors between real values of measured

quantities (i.e measurements without noise) and reconstructed values. They

are below 1% for magnetics and 10% for interferometry and polarimetry which

shows the benefit of the regulariation term on the ill-posedness of the problem

and the quality of the reconstruction. The resulting errors on ψ are very small

and the plasma boundary is perfectly recovered for both TC1 and TC2.

B probes flux loops interfero. polarimetry

M
TC1 0.0569 0.2505

TC2 0.1055 0.0939

MF
TC1 0.0515 0.2511 1.9224 1.9966

TC2 0.1083 0.1156 1.2835 2.5153

MS
TC1 0.0454 0.2074 0.2746 1.4575 1.1761 1.5625

TC2 0.0845 0.1368 0.2355 1.4540 2.4148 2.0729

Table 1: Mean relative errors (×102) between real values of measured quantities (i.e measure-

ments without noise) and reconstructed values for TC1 and TC2, with noisy measurements

(1% on magnetics and 10% on interferometry and polarimetry).

The sensor by sensor measurements, error bars and values computed by

the reconstruction code are also shown on Figs. 8 and 9 for TC1 and TC2

respectively. The fit to measurements is of excellent quality. In these last

figures, the comparison between the Faraday measurements plot and the first

Stokes vector component, s1, measurements plot as well the investigation of the
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second Stokes vector component, s2, measurements plot show that the plasma

is in a state where the Stokes model cannot be approximated with the usual

Faraday measurement equation. If this approximation were valid then we should

observe with the chosen initial conditions for the Stokes vector, s0 = (0, 1, 0),

that the Faraday measurement verifies α ≈ −1

2
s1 and that s2 ≈ 1 [27, page

R71].

The reconstructed A, B and Ne profiles for the different experiments (M,

MF and MS) are shown on Fig. 4 and 5 for TC1 and TC2 respectively. The

error profiles, normalized by the largest error value, are also shown in the right

column of these figures. The same is plotted for the < jφ/r >, q and p profiles on

Fig. 6 and 7. It is clearly observed that the MS reconstructed profiles are better

than the MF ones which are also better than the M ones. This is confirmed

by Fig. 14 which shows the computed relative error in L2 norm between the

reconstructed and reference profiles.

This was expected since more measurements are used to constrain the equi-

librium. The use of Stokes vector measurements improves the identification of

profiles A and B compared to the use of Faraday measurements and of mag-

netic measurements alone, particularly in the magnetic axis region. The other

reconstructed profiles benefit from this improvement. For example the safety

factor value at the axis is better reconstructed.

Finally this improvement can also be observed on 2D plots of ψ (Fig. 10 for

TC1 and Fig. 11 for TC2) and ||Bp|| (Fig. 12 for TC1 and Fig. 13 for TC2)

in ΩL the domain accessible to the plasma. The errors between reference and

reconstructed values are clearly decreasing while going from M to MF and to

MS.

5. Conclusion

In this work a numerical method enabling the consistent resolution of the

inverse equilibrium reconstruction problem in the framework of non-linear free-

boundary equilibrium coupled to the Stokes model equation for polarimetry is
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provided. Using optimal control theory, the optimality system for this inverse

problem in which the direct model consists in a non-linear partial differential

equations and a set of systems of ordinary differential equation is derived. An

SQP method is proposed for the numerical resolution of the problem. Numer-

ical experiments show that the method is efficient. However the complexity of

the model considered here has encouraged to formulate explicitely the adjoint

model for the resolution of the inverse problem. This is expensive from the com-

putational point of view and might not be suited for real-time reconstruction.

In addition, the numerical solutions for two test cases in an ITER config-

uration show that the profiles recovery clearly benefits from the use of Stokes

vector measurements compared to the classical case of Faraday measurements.

This is not surprising as the Stokes vector constraints add more information to

the inverse problem. The benefit should be even more interesting with real ex-

perimental measurements which are expected, according to the literature, to be

more accurately represented by the Stokes model in ITER-like plasma regimes.
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Figure 4: Profiles A,B and Ne for TC1. Left column: reference A, B and Ne profiles and

the reconstructed ones for experiments M, MF and MS with 1% noise on magnetics and 10%

noise on interferometry and polarimetry. Right column: error, between reconstructed and

reference profiles, normalized by the largest error value.
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Figure 5: Profiles A,B and Ne for TC2. Left column: reference A, B and Ne profiles and

the reconstructed ones for experiments M, MF and MS with 1% noise on magnetics and 10%

noise on interferometry and polarimetry. Right column: error, between reconstructed and

reference profiles, normalized by the largest error value.
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Figure 6: Profiles < jφ/r >, q and p for TC1. Left column: reference < jφ/r >, q

and p profiles and the reconstructed ones for experiments M, MF and MS with 1% noise on

magnetics and 10% noise on interferometry and polarimetry. Right column: error, between

reconstructed and reference profiles, normalized by the largest error value.
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Figure 7: Profiles < jφ/r >, q and p for TC2. Left column: reference < jφ/r >, q

and p profiles and the reconstructed ones for experiments M, MF and MS with 1% noise on

magnetics and 10% noise on interferometry and polarimetry. Right column: error, between

reconstructed and reference profiles, normalized by the largest error value.
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Figure 8: Measurements plots for TC1 with 1% noise on magnetics and 10% noise on

interferometry and polarimetry. Top left: absolute errors in [T ] on reconstucted magnetics,

far below the measurement error in blue. Top right: line integrated density measurements,

true values and their error bars, observed noisy values and reconstructed values. Middle left:

same for Faraday rotation measurements. Middle right and bottom row: same for Stokes

vector components measurements.
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Figure 9: Measurements plots for TC2 with 1% noise on magnetics and 10% noise on

interferometry and polarimetry. Top left: absolute errors in [T ] on reconstucted magnetics,

far below the measurement error in blue. Top right: line integrated density measurements,

true values and their error bars, observed noisy values and reconstructed values. Middle left:

same for Faraday rotation measurements. Middle right and bottom row: same for Stokes

vector components measurements.
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Figure 10: 2D ψ maps for TC1. Left: reference ψ map in ΩL. Then from left to right:

absolute error between reconstructed and reference ψ map for experiments M, MF and MS

with 1% noise on magnetics and 10% noise on interferometry and polarimetry.

Figure 11: 2D ψ maps for TC2. Left: reference ψ map in ΩL. Then from left to right:

absolute error between reconstructed and reference ψ map for experiments M, MF and MS

with 1% noise on magnetics and 10% noise on interferometry and polarimetry.
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Figure 12: 2D ||Bp|| maps for TC1. Left: reference ||Bref
p || map in ΩL. Then from left to

right: absolute error between reconstructed and reference, ||Bp−Bref
p || map for experiments

M, MF and MS with 1% noise on magnetics and 10% noise on interferometry and polarimetry.

Figure 13: 2D ||Bp|| maps for TC2. Left: reference ||Bref
p || map in ΩL. Then from left to

right: absolute error between reconstructed and reference, ||Bp−Bref
p || map for experiments

M, MF and MS with 1% noise on magnetics and 10% noise on interferometry and polarimetry.
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Figure 14: Relative error between reconstructed and reference profile for A, B and Ne in

L2 norm for experiments M, MF and MS, with 1% noise on magnetics and 10% noise on

interferometry and polarimetry. Left: TC1. Right: TC2.
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